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Dates to Remember: 

FOR NOW - TILL COVID-19 DANGER IS       
ABATED WE ARE CEASING ALL ACTIVITIES      
THAT REQUIRE GATHERING OF RIDERS AND      
THEIR HORSES. THANK YOU FOR YOUR      
COOPERATION WE WILL SEE YOU SOON WE       
HOPE.  

.  

 

Simone Van Bellingen clinic has been cancelled. She is 
in Belgium unable to travel.  
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Welcome ~ 

Spring is finally here. In Florida, that comes with a raucous overwhelming flush of green               

and flowers, birds and bugs; and the wonderful fresh scent of newly cut grass. We are                

not yet in the heat of summer; but some days are getting hot; while evenings are still                 

cooler and pleasant; without the humidity and biting “buddies” of later months. FCCDS             

Board members and friends had a number of activities planned for your interest and              

participation; but the onset of COVID-19 concerns has changed all of that. We hope              

everyone is staying home as much as possible and keeping safe. Clearly horses and their               

care require occasional exceptions to these precautions - necessary veterinary services;           

feed & hay purchases; and if you have a big operation, workers to come and help with                 

the chores. Horse Shows; Clinics; Sales and other Riding events across the region are all               

on hold and it’s a new kind of outlook for our equestrians to take in as spring unfolds.  

The work of riding and training and hacking out can go on as before with perhaps less                  

pressure to ready our mounts for the next show and test. This can actually be a real                 

boon to the mental outlook of the rider towards their horse’s training. It can help one                

embrace the notion of focusing on the most basic issues at the very core of horses                
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education..that maybe the reason other more obvious things are happening. Slowing           

down one’s “required” exercises; to allow for the careful addressing of the smallest             

misunderstandings can give the rider-trainer “permission” to cover things usually left           

unattended in the need for mastery of figures; tests; and movements. Lessons can be              

done via video or with a committed coach who will social distance but remain available;               

and hacking out and trail riding is always good for the well being and health of both                 

horse and rider. Some of us may benefit greatly from this “down time” of competition               

and activity. Don’t forget to just be grateful for the life you live with such wonderful                

companions as horses; who provide you with an uplifting lifestyle and commitment to             

each day unfolding. Their presence and beauty during times of trouble are always a rock               

for us to stand on. 

Masters of Dressage ~Is seeking submissions from our           

Membership - of articles and images about the Masters in your own personal journey              

with Dressage; who helped you discover your way to the life you live now with your                

horse or horses. These can be Internationally recognized coaches and trainers whom we             

all recognize as house-hold names in the discipline; or local trainers who despite not              

having a famous face or name; made a huge difference to you and others like you in the                  

path to Dressage Passion. Please send your submissions to me at:           

Foundationdressage@gmail.com or to newsletter@firstcoastclassicaldressage.com for     

publication in the upcoming issues of Dressage Deciphered. Please include any images of             

the person who is the subject of the article and any of yourself at that time in your                  

riding life; either with the coach or not. This is your chance to give back to the ones who                   

brought you along; and helped you on your way. Thank you for your time. We cannot                

keep this Newsletter interesting and inclusive without your support!         

 G. Theodorescue training at home.  

mailto:Foundationdressage@gmail.com
mailto:newsletter@firstcoastclassicaldressage.com
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 Thank you! Patron and Society Patron Members  

       Gold Society Patron - Mary O’Brien       Patron - Lisa Beardley  

        Patron - Sandi Lucas                          Patron - Lisa Spallone 

        Patron - Denise Moxon                        Patron - Carolyn Belcher  

-   

Classified Information:  

Wintec “Professional” Model (discontinued); Jumping Saddle. Suitable for general riding; jumping; training;            
swimming; etc. I have several tree - bars you can have to go with it. Is a little older looking; but was one of their                         
very BEST models ever; and is still very useful; and unlike           
newer ones; not slippery.Super lightweight and a good        
second; guest; beginner; or colt starting saddle. $ 200.         
OBO. 
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First Coast Classical Dressage - EDUCATIONAL INITIATIVES 

As of this date our March clinic with Eugene Abello is still on as planned. Changes in location from Owl                    
Creek Rd. Farm in St. Augustine; to Beth Mikulic’s place at White Lock Estates made riding during the                  
Pandemic restrictions doable for folks already living there and interested in riding with Eugene. Eugene               
Abello generously agreed to come for those still willing to ride as of today’s date - March 21st. The                   
clinic is going forward with at least four riders. We had a much fuller book of riders for this popular                    
clinician; but Virus concerns for those with health compromises kept the actual final no.s low.  

I will include news and images of the clinic in the next bi-monthly newsletter. Also sadly, we have had to                    
cancel our scheduled April clinic with Simone van Bellingen from Belgium. She is sequestered at home                
in Europe and is unable to fly to the USA at this time because of travel restrictions. Of course even if                     
she could come; it is best if we all remain at home until this “thing” is no longer a threat. So                     
unnecessary engagements are all on hold. We intend to work with her in the future. Hopefully our clinic                  
educational projects will be able to resume post Pandemic and we will be seeing more of you in the                   
training ring! 

 

Lola on the Beach; 2016, 22 X        
28”, lead and colored Pencil on Bristol Paper. Linda Dennis ~ in the collection of Lisa Spallone, Ormond Beach;                   
FL.  
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If you are interested in commissioning an artwork of your horse; pet; or family; please contact Linda Dennis at:                   
foundationdressage@gmail.com; and use ART in the subject line. If interested in non commissioned Fine Art; please see the                  
upcoming website. Thank you.  

                   Meet the Members       

   

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Gwen Taylor Kirk and her very noticeable boy “Mac”- a flashy Scottish Sport Horse - are active                 

members of the First Coast Classical Dressage Society landscape. They have been involved in area               

GMOs and competitions, clinics, and equestrian events for years. Gwen has been a board member with                

the Society and a Champion Amateur Owner Rider in our schooling show series, and in area recognized                 

shows. Her horse life centers around her locale at Main Event Farm in Green Point Springs. She is a                   

Real Estate Agent in her non horse life. She has brought her horse up the levels with the help of                    

clinicians and friends and is closing in on the FEI ranks; currently riding and testing at Levels 3 & 4.                    

Gwen has consulted with Mary O’Brien recently about a trip to Ocala to visit the new Equestrian                 

Complex there, with the thought of making it an outing for FCCDS members to do as a group. Of course                    

mailto:foundationdressage@gmail.com
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like everything else, that is now on temporary hold. Hopefully it will happen at some point before this                  

fall. If you see Gwen and Mac at an event in the future give her a hello. 

 

Bulletins from the Board ~    
 
Board meetings are held by Teleconference - or Video-Conference on the second Thursday of the Month. All Members are welcome                    
to join in if you wish; by notifying the President - Lisa Beardsley, of your interest so she can provide you with the no. and code to                           
enter; or provide the link for video connection.. You can contact her at : president@firstcoastclassicaldressagesociety.com 

 
Our last board mtg. Occured on March 12, and included Board Members Lisa Beardsley; President & acting                 
Secretary; Linda Dennis; Vice President; Brenda Harley, Treasurer, and Barbara Cadwell, Board Member.             
Foundation Board Member Mary O’Brien was not present.  
 
The first order of business was the approval of the minutes from the last board meeting in February; and                   
went into a reminder to all current Board Members to be sure and sign The Executive Board Member Time                   
and Ethics Forms required annually for all board members. Brenda Harley, our Treasurer, then issued the                
report on our current finances; which are actually doing pretty well; the expenses accrued by horse shows                 
being a non factor this year. Insurance coverage for the scheduled events at Members’ volunteer locations                
was gone over again with the newest information about that concern for board members to share with those                  
farm owners.  
Once again the subject of Judge-Clinician Lee Tubman was discussed in a lively conversation with board                
member Barbara Cadwell; Linda Dennis and Lisa Beardsley contributing information regarding recent efforts             
to contact him about the hope to use his services this fall. We were hoping to produce a featured clinic to                     
make use of the large deposit he was paid out in 2018 by then Vice President Heather Rodney for a date at                      
Double Bridges that ended up having to be cancelled. So far we have not been able to have a conversation                    
with Mr. Tubman from lack of up to date information regarding his reliable contact no. Attempts to reach                  
him through other judges who’ve worked with him recently in Wellington this winter have not been                
successful. Whether this effort should expect to result in a successful engagement were discussed at length                
with the decision by Barbara Cadwell to try again, through her many connections at USDF. The plan for a                   
clinic with him in the fall is waiting for that to play out.  
After this topic, we discussed the current membership no.s and the ways we might recruit more members                 
and be sure to retain those we have. The lack of horse shows produced by the club definitely changed some                    
of the makeup of our current membership; but we are still holding our own with respectable no.s not unlike                   
our usual list.  
Finally we discussed what new events we might offer to our current members and the general riding public                  
through the rest of the year. Our most popular Social events held annually; such as the Fashion Show; the                   
Beach Get-Together at Sawgrass Country Club; and the Ornament Exchange just before the Holidays are               

mailto:president@firstcoastclassicaldressagesociety.com
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easy keepers with regular participation every year. The Autumn Riding calendar will be affected by the                
results of our effort to make a new contract with Mr. Tubman; and on the resolution - or not - of the current                       
COVID-19 Pandemic and it’s fall out.  
 
And on that note; I will add another brief word from your NL Editor. I am sitting here at my little desk-table                      
at home finishing up this Newsletter as usual; but unlike usual; I am doing so with less and less information                    
to add to it; partially because of the lack of activities to report about in our equestrian Calendar. Everything                   
we normally plan and participate in this time of the year is cancelled; and all of our plans for more are all on                       
hold - in limbo; without any surety of whether they can happen in the near future, if at all. For those of us                       
who keep our horses at home; there is still the daily activities of chores and the purchase and delivery of feed;                     
hay; and other needed supplies. Our farriers still come to do feet; albeit without the usual hugs or slaps on                    
the back we greet each other and say goodbye with. Our vets still arrive for needed treatments; and we still                    
must order and pick up medications needed by our horses; whether we want to go out or not.  
 
It is much easier to stay busy and not get cabin fever if you keep your own animals; as they never require less                       
of your time; and are still in need of their regular training rides and lunging; turn-out; and treats! In fact, I                     
will add a little personal observation for what it’s worth on how this strange new world we are dealing with                    
has affected my own training with my horse, and the training of my friend Mary Paul with hers. Unrelated to                    
the virus; but equally present in our current consciousness is the lack of rain and moisture this season. Of                   
course Florida winters are the dry season; but we are almost into April and we are still bereft - at least here in                       
St. John’s County - of any rain at all. Our fields are not coming up with spring grass as they might be; and the                        
dressage ring we generally rake and drag before each day of riding; is so dusty and devoid of any hope of                     
moisture; it has become a sand storm with the movement of a horse’s feet. This makes horses cough with                   
discomfort; so we have moved our evening rides to the back field where the footing is less even; but the little                     
bit of grass and weeds hold the soil down somewhat. During these rides; I have noticed and am now                   
consciously adopting; a much slower; more patient and particular training regimine. There is no more               
pressure to be sure certain parts of a test requirements are covered and perfected or mastered well enough to                   
compete in the upcoming show. Now it’s possible to go back into the most fundamental issues that affect                  
everything else we do with our horse in our work..and really focus on them; with our entire energies; without                   
any thoughts about wasting time or leaving enough time for the test riding concerns. We can truly diagnose                  
the REAL reason; and the subtle little manifestations of evidence about the most fundamental aspects of the                 
work that are left unaddressed with a more active schedule. Nit picking can be the whole ride..or more kindly;                   
detail resolution and dedication can become the entire goal for the season… if test riding and showing; even                  
lessons; are on hold. I have already found some fabulous results in my own work with my horse from this                    
outlook; and I hope some of you; try it out and end up looking back as I will; on this period as an opportunity                        
rather than a hardship.. The horse appreciates the lack of pressure; even if it’s not consciously applied; and                  
the time to really FEEL each other’s every reaction brings surprising revelations and intimacy. Truly the                
Classical becomes everything. 
 
My last word is about remembering your Equestrian Community in this time of hardship. If you are a                  
boarder at a public barn; or a regular rider in a lesson program or with a trainer, it is important to think                      
about what they are going through now with lessons and shows and commissions on sales and purchases of                  
horses all dried up during the Pandemic Shut-down. If you are able; a little thought for the grooms and barn                    
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help at the stable would be very welcome in this difficult time; a purchase of a portfolio of lessons; even if                     
they won’t be taken till a month from now or two; can help your trainer keep the hay and feed coming in for                       
their horses and school horses. In fact you can offer a special package purchase for your favorite school horse                   
of a week or month’s worth of grain or hay - or a farrier visit or spring shots. Not all of us can afford to help                          
more than their own at this time; but for those of you who can; especially if you really rely on your horse life                       
in your priorities of happiness and well being - your consideration of your equestrian family will make a huge                   
difference to them; and could even make the difference of their being able to remain in business so they’ll be                    
there for you later, when this is all resolved.. 
 
See you all soon; we hope. Stay safe and well washed.   
 
 
Social Events on the Calendar – Xenophon on 7/18 – Beach party on 8/8 – Social Affair Members Choice on Sept/Oct/Nov – need                       
offerings!  on 12/13 – Ornament Exchange 

Dressage Deciphered is edited by FCCDS Board Member Linda Dennis. .   

Member submissions of articles and images go to: newsletter@firstcoastclassicaldressagesociety.com    
Articles or images can be reproduced with permission. 
  

 

   

 


